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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The Lordstown Smart Logistics Hub is an innovative, strategic initiative to capitalize on Lordstown’s
location at the intersection of multiple modes of transportation, broadband, and electrification and
position the area as the premier regional warehousing and distribution hub. Project components include:
•

Electric automated truck circulator route linking to the Ohio Commerce Center freight rail
connection along the CSX National Gateway

•

Integrated electrified interchange along the Ohio Turnpike with inductive electric charging

•

Future-focused transfer yard with electric charging and automated vehicle transition/handoff

•

Fiber optic connection between BRITE Energy Innovators-Ohio Turnpike to enhance smart
mobility

•

State-of-the-art mobility data center that collects and disseminates freight performance
information to local logistics companies, distribution centers, and industries.

PROJECT LOCATION
The project is located along the Trumbull County-Mahoning County border in rural Eastern Ohio
Appalachia with access to the Ohio Turnpike (I-80), I-76, and the CSX National Gateway, proximate to
high speed fiber optic connections, a 940MW power plant, and 3,000 acres of shovel ready sites.

GRANT FUNDS: SOURCES & USES
The total project cost is $1,113,072. The BUILD Planning funding request is $880,803. A 20.9% nonfederal match of $232,269 is committed to the project.

SELECTION CRITERIA
The project advances each of the BUILD Selection Criteria:

Safety
reduced
truck crashes
due to
automation

State of
Good Repair
reduced
maintenance
with weight
limit sensors

Economic
fuel savings
due to
electric
trucks

Environmental
decrease
in toxic
emissions
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Quality of
Life

Innovation

electric,
automated
job creation
& increased & connected
property value technology

Partnership
DriveOhio
collaboration
model
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION

PROBLEM STATEMENT
With a premier location at the crossroads of two major interstate east-west freight routes and the CSX
National Gateway, Lordstown is strategically positioned to capitalize on not only superior transportation
infrastructure but also on a 940-MW electric power plant and the Ohio Turnpike’s high-speed fiber optic
line. All Lordstown lacks to become a premier logistics hub is a technologically advanced intermodal
connection between its highway and rail connections.
With the addition of smart mobility enhancements to its last-mile freight connections, Lordstown will be
fully empowered to serve as the leading electrified regional logistics hub for Midwestern rural markets
to the west and Appalachian rural markets to the east. As America responds to the COVD-19 pandemic,
the need for resilient supply chains, particularly for traditionally underresourced rural markets, has only
intensified. The Lordstown Smart Logistics Hub will address these problems and not only enhance rural
supply chains, but also accelerate the EDA’s federal investment in the ongoing economic recovery of
Eastern Ohio’s Mahoning Valley region as it rebrands itself as the new “Voltage Valley.”

Mahoning Valley Timeline: Resiliency & Innovation
LEGACY OF
MANUFACTURING

ECONOMIC
DECLINE

A rich history in
industry...

Global market forces
require innovation...

GM Lordstown Plant
employees peak of 12,000

Steel
City USA

GM Lordstown Plant
closes in 2019

SOARING TO NEW HEIGHTS!
ONGOING ECONOMIC RECOVERY
The new
Voltage
Valley rises
stronger!

Ultium LLC
developing
battery
plant

Steel
Mills close

Lordstown
Motors
purchases
GM plant

TJX
Warehouse
breaks ground

940MW
Lordstown
Energy
Center opens
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION

THE SOLUTION
The Lordstown Smart Logistics Hub will facilitate the region’s ongoing economic recovery through
targeted investments in intermodal transfer and smart logistics that capitalize on electric, connected,
and automated technologies to position Lordstown as the Mahoning Valley’s premier transportation
and logistics hub. The project will better utilize infrastructure that exists with excess capacity, and
leverage development through investments in emerging smart mobility technologies that will spark
private investment at 3,000 acres of available shovel ready sites primed for logistics and distribution.

ELECTRIC POWER

INNOVATION

“Voltage Valley” is anchored by
the Lordstown Energy Center,
940 MW combined-cycle power
plant

45

BRITE Energy Innovators
actively empowers founders
to launch energy technology
solutions services

CSX NATIONAL GATEWAY

LORDSTOWN
SMART LOGISTICS HUB

HIGH-SPEED
241 miles

80

OHIO
SMART MOBILITY

WEST

RAIL LINE

• Intermodal Connection
• Electric, Automated
Freight Shuttle
• Future-Focused Yard
• Integrated, Electrified
Interchange

along OH TPK

76

TURNPIKE
WORKFORCE

DriveOhio supports the design,
development, testing, use and
regulation of automated and
connected technologies

SOUTH

FIBER OPTIC

Pittsburgh: McKees Rocks Intermodal | 73 miles

Lake Erie: Port of Ashtabula | 68 miles

Strong local 10-year job growth
is projected in the electronics
manufacturing (10.8%) &
specialty trades (8.1%) sectors

Ohio River: Wellsville Facility | 53 miles

EAST

Cleveland: Collinwood Intermodal | 66 miles

NORTH

LORDSTOWN
SMART LOGISTICS HUB

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS
Electrification

Connected &
Automated-ready
Infrastructure

Future-focus
Transfer Yard

Smart Logistics

The Lordstown Smart Logistics Hub is a strategic infrastructure
initiative which capitalizes on Lordstown’s location at the intersection of
multimodal freight transportation, broadband, and vehicle electrification
that will position the area as the premier regional warehousing and
distribution hub.
The project embraces a three-pronged approach to smart logistics: (1)
electrification, (2) connected and automated-ready infrastructure, and (3)
future-focused transfer yards. The project’s scope of work incorporates
cutting edge technology to maximize the efficiency, reliability, and safety
of freight mobility through multiple components:
An electric automated truck circulator route linking the new intermodal
connection to local logistics companies, distribution centers and industrial
freight users located along State Route 45, Hallock Young Road, and
Bailey Road;
An integrated electrified interchange along the Ohio Turnpike at
Lordstown that deploys a 1/4-mile inductive electric charging pilot project
at highway speed with validated electronics charing and data technology
embedded in pre-cast concrete modules with thermal management
design enabling vehicle detection and data collection;
A future-focused transfer yard for accommodating triple trailers at the
Ohio Turnpike Lordstown interchange which will include electric charging
depots, automated vehicle transition and handoff systems, and softwaredriven automation of yard operations; and
Levering of Ohio Turnpike Fiber Optic Corridor along State Route 45 that
interface with the Ohio Turnpike’s fiber optic corridor enabling wireless
communication with on-board units in trucks, while also connecting to
the Voltage Valley’s 19 electrification technology startups hosted at BRITE
Energy Innovators, Ohio’s Energy Business Incubator; and
A state-of-the-art mobility data center that collects and disseminates
freight performance information to local logistics companies, distribution
centers, and industries.
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SMART LOGISTICS HUB

RURAL ECONOMIC RECOVERY
Located along the Trumbull County-Mahoning County
border in rural Eastern Ohio Appalachia, the Lordstown
Smart Logistics Hub will help spark the region’s ongoing
economic recovery by creating new jobs in logistics and
distribution, electric vehicle and battery manufacturing,
utilities and power generation, and construction trades.
The project complements federal investment in the
area by the EDA to fund an economic recovery strategy
following the recent closure of the GM Lordstown Plant,
where employment once peaked at 12,000.

PROJECT LOCATION

Urbanized Areas

In a short time since then several major developments
have launched in Lordstown that have marked the
region’s resiliency and emerging position as a leader in
electrification and logistics:
•

The opening of the $900 million Lordstown Energy
Center, a 940-megawatt plant containing two gas
turbines and one steam turbine with capacity to
supply power to 850,000 homes and businesses.

•

A $170 million investment by TJX in a new
1.2-million square foot distribution facility will
bring about 1,000 new jobs to Lordstown and
have an annual payroll of about $27 million.

•

Purchase of the 6.2 million square foot former
GM Lordstown facility by Lordstown Motors to
produce electric pickup trucks aimed at industry
and government markets with annual production
capacity of 420,000 vehicles.

•

The announcement by Ultium LLC, a joint
venture by General Motors Co. and LG Chem of
South Korea, to build a $2.3 billion battery cell
manufacturing plant for GM, Honda, and other ’s
electric vehicles.
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SMART LOGISTICS HUB

BETTER UTILIZING INFRASTRUCTURE

CSX Intermodal
“The Lordstown Smart Logistics Hub
will be a critical asset to the region and
a strong catalyst for further economic
investment. Team NEO will support
the hub through data driven marketing
and targeted outreach to companies
across the globe that would see value
in unique assets this Hub represents.“
Bill Koehler, Chief Executive
Officer at Team NEO

FIBER CONNECTION

BRITE HQ
Downtown
Warren

PROJECT
AREA

The Lordstown Smart Logistics Hub sits geographically
centered between the Cleveland and Pittsburgh metropolitans
areas, and is directly accessible by multiple national freight
corridors, including the Ohio Turnpike, Interstate 76, and a
CSX National Gateway rail line at the Ohio Commerce Center.
Located at the doorstep of the Lordstown Energy Center in
the “Voltage Valley,” the project leverages large scale electric
power generation, as well as a connection to the Ohio
Turnpike’s 241-mile high speed fiber optic corridor.

LEVERAGING DEVELOPMENT
Abundant real estate development opportunities exist on
SR 45 and Bailey Rd along the proposed electric automated
freight shuttle service route. Over 3,000 acres of industrial
zoned, shovel ready sites with utilities will enable future private
investment in distribution and warehousing facilities which
will capitalize on an intermodal connection midway between
two major metro areas and providing efficient, safe, reliable,
and economical last-mile logistics service.

OPPORTUNITY ZONE NEXUS
The proposed high-speed fiber connection will link the Ohio
Turnpike’s 241-mile fiber corridor with BRITE Energy Innovators
, Ohio’s energy tech incubator, located in Downtown Warren’s
certified Opportunity Zone. BRITE provides energy enterprises,
tech startups, entrepreneurs and small businesses with access
to advanced energy technology research and development
resources and professional business development support.
Their nearby location in an Opportunity Zone will encourage
potential investors with unrealized capital gains to infuse
capital into the next wave of entrepreneurship related to
electrification of the Lordstown Smart Logistics Hub.

Opportunity Zone
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to
BRITE Energy Innovators &
Downtown Warren Opportunity Zone
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OHIO
COMMERCE
CENTER
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1
CSX

2

Salt Springs Rd

VILLAGE OF
LORDSTOWN

LORDSTOWN
MOTORS
PLANT

TJX
DISTRIBUTION
CENTER

INTEGRATED ELECTRIFIED

INTERCHANGE

FUTURE
ULTIUM LLC
BATTERY
PLANT

LORDSTOWN
ENERGY
CENTER

Hallock Young Rd

NS

3

TRUMBULL COUNTY
MAHONING COUNTY

1
Bailey Rd

241-mile Fiber Optic
Corridor with
Automated Freight Testing

JACKSON
TOWNSHIP

80

45

3
FUTURE-FOCUSED
TRANSFER YARDS

5
OH TPK - BRITE
FIBER CONNECTION

6

76

Mahoning Ave

FEDEX
FREIGHT

ELECTRIC AUTOMATED

FREIGHT SERVICE

3

2

OVERVIEW MAP
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LORDSTOWN

GRANT FUNDS, SOURCES & USES

SMART LOGISTICS HUB

PROJECT COSTS
Project costs by planning area are summarized below:

Project Cost Breakdown by Planning Area
Category

Cost

Percent of Total Project

Vehicle electrification & charging

$742,406.15

66.70%

Future focused transfer yard & vehicle
automation

$370,665.66

33.30%

Total Project Development Cost:

$1,113,071.81

SOURCE & AMOUNT OF PROJECT FUNDS
The total project cost is $1,113,072. The BUILD Planning funding request is $880,803. A 20.9% nonfederal match of $232,269 is committed to the project. There are no other federal funds committed to
the project. The source and amount of project funds are summarized below:

Project Funding Sources
Funding Category

Funding Amount

Percent of Total Project

Non-Federal Funds (Match)

$232,269

20.9%

BUILD Planning Request

$880,803

79.1%

$0

0.0%

Committed Federal Funds
Total Project Cost:

$1,113,072
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GRANT FUNDS, SOURCES & USES

COMMITTED NON-FEDERAL FUNDS
Non-federal funding commitments are listed below. Commitment Letters are included in the
supplementary information to the application:
https://neodfa.org/build-2-grant/lordstownsmartlogisticsplanning/

Non-Federal (Local) Match Summary
Sponsor
SELECT
TRC

Non-Federal
Funds
(Match)

Use of Funds
In-Kind Technical Support:

$150,037

Vehicle electrification & charging
In-Kind Technical Support:
Future focused transfer yard & vehicle automation
Total Match:

$82,232
$232,269

AMOUNT & USE OF FEDERAL FUNDS
Amount and use of federal funds by planning area are summarized below:

Project Cost Breakdown
Category
Vehicle electrification &
charging
Future focused transfer yard
& vehicle automation

Funding Totals:

Non-Federal
Funds
(Match)

BUILD
Planning
Request

Committed
Federal
Funds

Total

$150,037

$592,369

$0

$742,406

$82,232

$288,434

$0

$370,666

$232,269

$880,803

$0

$1,113,072
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SELECTION CRITERIA

Exceeding Program Expectations
The Lordstown Smart Logistics Hub will address each of the BUILD Selection Criteria as summarized
below and detailed in Pages 11-29.

Safety

State of Good Repair

Automated trucks will reduce
fatal & severe crashes along
local highways

Weigh-in motion technoglogy
will reduce pavement
damage & maintenance

Economic Competitiveness

Environmental Protection

Electric trucks will decrease fuel
consumption & automation will
result in travel time savings

Quality of Life
Project will aid in region’s
ongoing economic recovery &
enhance supply chain resiliency

Partnership

Electric trucks will increase
air quality & reduce pollutant
emissions

Innovation
Electrification, automated
vehicles & logistics will
enhance Smart Mobility
The project includes committed support from our
numerous public & private partners, including
several with technical expertise in Smart Mobility:

LORDSTOWN

SELECTION CRITERIA

SMART LOGISTICS HUB

Safety
Automation = Enhanced Safety

96%

OHIO CRASHES
CAUSED BY
DRIVER ERROR

80%
OHIO CRASHES

COULD BE
AVOIDED BY
AUTOMATED &
CONNECTED
TECHNOLOGIES

Today’s Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) that
help vehicles avoid collisions form the building blocks for
tomorrow’s Automated Driving Systems (ADS). Advances in
these technologies can reduce roadway crashes, fatalities, and
injuries and assist the USDOT in “managing safety risks along the
path to the full commercial integration of AV technology.” The
Lordstown Smart Logistics Hub will apply these principles to the
automation of light-duty and heavy-duty trucks.
The use of automated trucks along the proposed freight shuttle
route will increase safety by eliminating the vast majority of
crashes caused by driver error. In 2016, there were more than
300,000 crashes on Ohio roads, 94 percent of which were caused
by driver error. Research indicates that 80 percent of those
crashes could have been avoided or mitigated with automated
and connected vehicle technologies. These technologies enable
vehicles and the transportation infrastructure to constantly
transmit, receive, monitor and respond to signals about road
conditions, traffic flow, accidents, bad weather and other driving
hazards. This type of vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and vehicle-toinfrastructure (V2I) data sharing helps drivers avoid dangerous
situations and enable safer and better driving decisions.
Automated vehicles could deliver additional economic and
additional societal benefits. A NHTSA study showed motor
vehicle crashes in 2010 cost $242 billion in economic activity,
including $57.6 billion in lost workplace productivity, and $594
billion due to loss of life and decreased quality of life due to
injuries. Eliminating the vast majority of motor vehicle crashes
could erase these costs.
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State of Good Repair

19-34%
INCREASE IN TIME
BETWEEN REQUIRED
ASPHALT PAVEMENT
MAINTENANCE
AFTER REMOVING
OVERWEIGHT
VEHICLES FROM
TRAFFIC MIX

Enforcement of Load Limits
The Lordstown Smart Logistics Hub will explore opportunities
to integrate load enforcement into smart mobility corridors in
the project area to help reduce overweight loads and maintain
a state of good repair. The potential installation of high-speed
fiber optic and roadside units will allow for the integration of
high-speed weigh-in-motion (HS_WIM) technology to weigh
vehicles dynamically in the travel lane without the need for
slowing down or stopping the vehicle. HS-WIM systems can
automatically record and display wheel-load weights, axle
weights, gross vehicle weights (GVWs) and other parameters.
HS-WIM is well-suited for weight enforcement screening and
monitoring of bridge loads to ensure that overweight loads are
not compromising pavement integrity.

12
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Economic Competitiveness
Efficiencies in transportation costs are realized by monetizing the
reduction in shipping costs due to an automated, electric freight
shuttle being more cost effective than driver operated trucking in
two key areas:

$200,000

•

Travel Time (vehicle operators) Savings

•

Vehicle Operating (fuel and vehicle maintenance) Savings

ELECTRIC TRUCK
FUEL SAVINGS

Travel Time Savings

100 MILLION MILES

Vehicle Operating Costs

PER

3,000

ACRES

SHOVEL READY
PRIME SITES IN
PROJECT AREA

The use of automated trucks in the project area will result in travel
time savings which is valued at $29.50 per hour per USDOT.

The Lordstown Smart Logistics Hub will reduce diesel fuel usage
which will save shippers money. In addition, electric trucks result
in reduced maintenance costs due to their lack of an engine
and transmission, and other components such as an exhaust
aftertreatment system.

Economic Development
Local property values along the project corridors will increase due
the implementation of cost-effective last-mile freight automated
shuttle service to and from the proposed intermodal center. Job
creation will result from the construction of new transportation
and warehousing facilities at shovel-ready greenfield development
sites in the area. These are important benefits to the local
economy which suffered an unemployment rate increase of 4.4%
upon closure of the GM Lordstown Plant in 2019.

13
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Economic Competitiveness
Nearby Downtown Warren’s Opportunity
Zone will benefit from additional
investments in electric tech startups at
BRITE Energy Innovators.

Opportunity Zone Investment
The Lordstown Smart Logistics Hub will stimulate the flow
of additional private capital into electrification startups
located at BRITE Energy Innovators in the Downtown
Warren Opportunity Zone.
The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017 provided a new tax
incentive to spur private investments in low-income
areas designated by states as Opportunity Zones.
Qualified Opportunity Zones (QOZ) are an economic
development tool designed to stimulate redevelopment
and job creation in distressed communities by providing
tax benefits to investors who invest capital gains into a
Qualified Opportunity Fund (QOF).
The Opportunity Zones program offers three tax incentives
for investing capital gains in a QOF:
•

Temporary Deferral - Investors can defer tax on
any prior gains invested in a QOF until the earlier of
the date on which the investment in a QOF is sold or
exchanged, or December 31, 2026.

•

Increase in Basis - If the QOF investment is held for
longer than 5 years, there is a 10% increase in basis
thereby excluding up to 10% of the deferred gain. If
the investment is held for more than 7 years, the 10%
increase in basis is increased to 15%.

•

Permanent Exclusion - If the investor holds the
investment in the QOF for at least 10 years, the investor
is eligible for a permanent exclusion from taxable
income of capital gains from the sale or exchange of
an investment in a QOF. This exclusion only applies
to gains accrued after an investment in a QOF.
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Environmental Protection
Air Quality

16%

OF ALL
NITROGEN OXIDE
EMISSIONS FROM
HEAVY-DUTY
TRUCKS

Air quality improvements will result from decreases in toxic emissions
due to shifts to more fuel-efficient electric truck transport.
Air quality will increase and pollutants will be reduced through a
reduction of diesel emissions through use of electrified trucks along
the shuttle route. These emission reductions will ensure air quality
standards attainment with both the Ohio Environmental Protection
Agency and US EPA.

Reduced Energy Consumption
The use of electrified freight service will reduce reliance on fossil fuels.
US Department of Energy research indicates truck-to-rail modal shifts
have the greatest overall potential for energy reduction, because
trucks are currently the dominant transport mode in terms of both
freight tonnage and freight commodity value, while rail serves many
of the same routes and uses substantially less energy.

Advancing Federal Initiatives
The Lordstown Smart Logistics Hub will advance U.S. Department
of Energy (DOE) Vehicle Technologies Office (VTO) initiatives by
planning for the electrification and charging of vehicles:
•

Improve the competitive position of U.S. industry and create
jobs through American innovation

•

Enhance energy security by reducing our dependence on
foreign oil

•

Save money by cutting fuel costs for American families and
businesses

•

Protect our health and safety by mitigating the impact of energy
production and use on climate change.
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Quality of Life
PROJECTED 10-YR JOB GROWTH

10.8%
GAIN

ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT &
COMPONENT MANUFACTURING

Continued Economic Recovery
The project complements federal investment in the area by the EDA
to fund an economic recovery strategy following the GM Lordstown
Plant closure which resulted in a 9.4% loss in Gross Regional Product.
The Lordstown Smart Logistics Hub will bolster ongoing regional
efforts to “get people back to work” by capitalizing on the rapidly
emerging “Voltage Valley” electrification industry sector.

Supply Chain Resiliency
One of the immediate realizations of the current COVID-19 crisis is
that efficient goods movement is critical to both the national economy
and the national healthcare system. The Lordstown Smart Logistics
Hub will enhance supply chain resiliency and improve connections to
underserved rural markets by providing an intermodal connection at
a rapid growing distribution hub filling a gap between the Cleveland
and Pittsburgh markets.

COVID-19 Response
The project will leverage the
Mahoning Valley’s expertise
in the additive manufacturing
sector to locally produce
medical supplies such as
plastic fields shields through
3D printing, then efficiently
distribute
the
equipment
nationwide.

Context Sensitive Solutions
The Lordstown area is well-suited to leverage large-scale private
investment in transportation logistics and distribution facilities based
on the abundance of available undeveloped land already zoned for
industrial use with utility infrastructure in place and excess roadway
capacity. This is consistent with the modern trend of locating logistics
hubs on the periphery of metro areas instead of their traditional
location in aging urban industrial centers surrounded by residential
neighborhoods and landlocked from future spinoff development.

Lordstown

Compatible Land Uses: Lordstown (see left) has adequate space
for spinoff logistics development, while intermodals in Cleveland
and Pittsburgh (see below) are landlocked in urban neighborhoods.

NS Collinwood - Cleveland

CSX McKees Rocks - Pittsburgh

LORDSTOWN

SELECTION CRITERIA

SMART LOGISTICS HUB

Quality of Life
ADVANCING THE REGIONAL VISION
Implementing Local, Regional & State Plans
The Lordstown Smart Logistics Hub will advance redevelopment and
infrastructure goals of the following local, regional, and statewide
initiatives:
• Eastgate Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy, 2020
•

Eastgate Regional Rail Plan, 2018

•

Eastgate 2040 Metropolitan Transportation Plan Update, 2018

•

Eastgate FY2019-2023 Transit Development Program, 2018

•

Transport Ohio, Statewide Freight Plan, 2017

•

Team NEO’s Aligning Opportunities in Northeast Ohio, 2017

•

Northeast Ohio Development Finance Agency Rail Plan, 2016

•

Fund for Our Economic Future’s Northeast Ohio Additive Manufacturing Cluster, 2016

•

Northeast Ohio’s Sustainable Communities Consortium’s Vibrant NEO 2040, 2014

•

Advancing Federal Appalachian Regional Commission Priority Goals
The Lordstown Smart Logistics Hub will advance Appalachian Regional Commission (ARC) federal
priority goals:
•

Economic Opportunities - Invest in entrepreneurial and business development strategies that
strengthen Appalachia’s economy.

•

Ready Workforce - Increase the education, knowledge, skills, and health of residents to work and
succeed in Appalachia.

•

Critical Infrastructure - Invest in critical infrastructure—especially broadband; transportation,
including the Appalachian Development Highway System; and water/wastewater systems.

•

Leadership and Community Capacity - Build the capacity and skills of current and nextgeneration leaders and organizations to innovate, collaborate, and advance community and
economic development.
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Innovation
Collaboration Model
The Lordstown Smart Logistics Hub will apply the DriveOhio
Collaboration Model to the project’s Smart Mobility elements
drawing upon the vast technical expertise of DriveOhio Alliance.
DriveOhio – an initiative of the Ohio Department of Transportation
and the state’s center for automated and connected vehicles on
the ground and in the air – is preparing Ohio for the future of
smart mobility. The objective of DriveOhio’s statewide Smart
Logistics initiative is to accelerate the evolution of Ohio’s logistics
ecosystem by incorporating smart mobility solutions.

Project

Application

Regional Chamber
Fleet Owners

Port Authority
Eastgate COG
Ohio Turnpike
ODOT

TRC
SELECT
NREL
Outrider
Locomation

LORDSTOWN
SMART LOGISTICS HUB

Collaborative Approach

The DriveOhio Alliance – consisting of partners and stakeholders
across industry, government, education, and communities –
collaborates to identify smart mobility use cases and solutions
that will deliver significant improvements in transportation safety,
mobility, access, and reliability, while preparing talent across our
existing and emerging workforce, aligned with economic growth
in our communities.
The DriveOhio Smart Logistics Collaboration Model ensures that
Ohio’s smart mobility initiatives incorporate feedback from three
critical groups of stakeholders:
1. Logistics Industry (Chambers & Fleet Owners)
2. Technology Providers (Solution Developers & Researchers)
3. Public Sector (Infrastructure & Economic Developers)
Balancing input from these groups ensures validation of needs
with logistics industry stakeholders, understanding the capabilities
and limits of emerging smart mobility technology solutions, while
also considering the current and future needs of the physical and
digital infrastructure assets across Ohio.
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Innovation
Innovative Technologies
Using the DriveOhio Smart Logistics Collaboration Model, DriveOhio Alliance partners will facilitate
an iterative series of “Engage, Plan, Demonstrate” smart mobility initiatives. Examples of defining,
demonstrating, and deployment activities will include:
•

Electrification - DriveOhio Alliance partners will leverage team assets and expertise to identify,
evaluate, and deploy electric vehicle charging infrastructure and related technologies, with specific
focus on logistics operations and electric trucks. This will include testing and deployment of
inductive (in-road) and cabled (plug-in) charging systems, with offsite testing using existing assets
at the Transportation Research Center (TRC) and other partner facilities prior to deployment along
the Lordstown Smart Logistics Hub.

•

Connected and Automation-Ready Infrastructure – DriveOhio Alliance partners would conduct
automation readiness road audits and identify suitable infrastructure to accommodate deployment
of connected and automated vehicle systems, as traffic conditions and development patterns
are identified. Two main components of connected and “automation-ready” infrastructure are
data and electrical conduits. Data conduits allow the installation of fiber optic cable to facilitate
communication between connected vehicle technology elements that would be located along the
corridor. Electrical conduit would accommodate device power needs at each intersection.

•

Future-focused Transfer Yard – DriveOhio Alliance partners would work with logistics industry
stakeholders and technology providers to develop and deploy concepts for future yard operations
and systems. Examples include electric charging depots, automated vehicle transition and handoff
systems, and software-driven automation of yard operations.

ENGAGE

PLAN
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Innovation
Innovative Project Delivery
Smart Mobility Regulatory Framework Already in Place
Executive Order 2019-26D
Lordstown Smart Logistics Hub electric automated truck circulator route can be implemented without
the need for additional state or local legislation through Ohio Governor Mike DeWine’s Executive Order
2019-26D signed on October 24, 2019 that authorizes automated vehicle testing in Ohio and lays out a
roadmap for how the automotive industry can test their technologies in the state.
Executive Order 2018-04K establishes guidelines for testing automated vehicles testing on any Ohio
public road or highway. Companies that want to test automated vehicles must register with DriveOhio,
assure their vehicle can operate safely, and comply with all traffic laws. There must be a designated
operator onboard who is responsible for the vehicle at all times.
This initiative enables DriveOhio to connect Lordstown to companies looking for the optimum locations
in Ohio, to deploy their advanced transportation and logistics technologies.
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Innovative Project Delivery
Transportation Research Center
Plan Development
TRC Inc. will provide automotive technical subject matter experts with experience in Driving Automation,
Vehicle Connectivity, and powertrain electrification and charging to provide specific insights as related
to these technologies in the development of all applicable plans, designs, and concepts related to this
project.

Stakeholder Engagement
TRC Inc. will coordinate automotive stakeholder engagement for this program to have direct discussions
with automotive technology companies and thought leaders to compile, consolidate and summarize
their input on needs and design elements on a future focused freight yard concept.

Advanced Freight Technology Demonstration
TRC Inc. will deliver an advanced freight technology demonstration event, coordinated with interested
technology suppliers to provide an opportunity for physical demonstration of various systems. The
project team, supported by TRC Inc., will evaluate each of these technologies on a score sheet including
various factors related to their selection, resulting in a short list of candidate technologies for final
deployment. In addition to demonstrations, TRC Inc. will work with DriveOhio to organize an industry
forum with panels from representatives of participating entities and a visit to the TRC Facility to gain
experience with the demonstrated technologies.

Concept Review
As part of final concept review. TRC Inc. will host an industry event to share the development of the
design concept to date, and gather any additional stakeholder feedback to ensure currency relative
to any global or technical developments since initial feedback was provided. This will also serve as a
mechanism to continuously engage industry with this project and the region.
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Innovative Project Delivery
SELECT
Utah State University’s Sustainable Electrified Transportation (SELECT) Center will play an advisory role
throughout the planning project and will apply expertise from current and past projects in planning
for electrification of light duty (LD) through heavy duty (HD) vehicles and accompanying charging
infrastructure development. SELECT researchers will be dedicated to the following studies:
•

Readiness of the local power grid for larger scale electrification

•

Inductive dynamic wireless power transfer (DWPT) for in-road charging

•

Optimized static plug-in and wireless charge points for transfer yards and multi-modal applications,
including electric intermodal equipment

•

Electric powered autonomous freight shuttle

•

Electric components for future-focus logistics yard application

•

Adoption-oriented market and consumer behavior research

Specifically, SELECT will lead planning for two significant development areas associated with the Smart
Logistics Hub: (1) multi-modal charging management concepts and infrastructure development and (2)
DWPT charging (i.e., powered roadway) pilot scale deployment with LD- HD compatibility. The multimodal charging work will plan for development of a power balance and demand response system for the
Smart Logistics Hub to solve local multi-modal electrification challenges and to facilitate electrification
of the LD to HD vehicles for logistics and shipping associated with the Lordstown plant and its workers
as well as other sites in the area (e.g., Yard of the Future and the coming LG Chem facility). The planned
system, which will include chargers with outputs up to 400 kW, will address the high cost of grid
infrastructure needed for high output chargers by researching and deploying methods to adaptively
manage power flow between the grid and various electric charging needs (e.g., rail, bus, passenger,
truck) and create multi-megawatt, co-located, coordinated, and managed charging. The DWPT planning
will focus on developing an in-road pilot testbed, in cooperation with The Ohio Turnpike, to deploy a ¼
mile electrified test segment at highway speed with embedded electronics in pre-cast concrete modules
with thermal management design connected to local utility while transferring power to partner vehicles
with vehicle detection and data collection.
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Innovative Financing
Regional Transportation
Improvement Project
(RTIP)
As a transportation infrastructure
project centered almost evenly
between two County lines, the
Lordstown Smart Logistics Hub is
a logical application of the RTIP
program authorized by Ohio
Revised Code Chapter 5595. This
innovative financing mechanism
allows a wide array of potential
revenue streams to be applied
towards the project:
•

Payments of Lieu of Taxes
(TIF proceeds)

•

Municipal Income Tax

•

Joint Economic
Development District
(JEDD) Income Tax

•

New Community Authority
Revenue

•

Sales Tax

•

License Tax

Western Reserve Port Authority
Under Ohio law Port Authorities are empowered to facilitate
economic development and infrastructure projects by:
•

Lending monies at competitive rates and terms as a direct
loan or a “pass-through” bond

•

Constructing, owning and/or operating public infrastructure
facilities as a component of a public-private partnership (P3)

•

Providing up-front savings of Ohio sales taxes on construction
materials by entering into a structured lease agreement.

The project’s “off-road” components (e.g. intermodal yard) may
capitalize on Port financing through a P3 structured lease.

Ohio Turnpike and Infrastructure Commission
As part of its restructuring in 2013, the Ohio Turnpike and
Infrastructure Commission now possesses the ability to fund not
only projects along the limits of its toll road, but also infrastructure
Projects with a “nexus” to the Turnpike based on the project’s:
•

Physical proximity and connectivity to the Ohio Turnpike

•

Impact on Ohio Turnpike traffic and revenues

•

Impact on movement of goods and services in the area

•

Enhancement of access between the Ohio Turnpike and
connected areas of population, commerce, and industry.

The Lordstown Smart Logistics Hub has a clear nexus to the
Ohio Turnpike and will play a major role in stimulating economic
development and job creation in the northern Ohio Turnpike
service area, making the project eligible for Turnpike funding.
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PUBLIC SECTOR
DriveOhio
DriveOhio, the state’s center for smart mobility, brings all of these organizations
together under one umbrella, serving as the hub for automated and connected vehicles
and infrastructure in Ohio. An initiative of the Ohio Department of Transportation
(ODOT), DriveOhio also works to ensure Ohio’s regulatory environment and public
policies are conducive to the development of the infrastructure and technologies
needed for smart mobility. Simply put, DriveOhio is committed to advancing smart
mobility in Ohio and being a one-stop shop for those looking to develop, test and
deploy advanced mobility solutions in Ohio.

Smart Mobility Support
DriveOhio is committed to providing technical, legislative, and procurement support of the Lordstown
Smart Logistics Hub project and will:
•

Convene P3s with prospective electrified automated freight service vendors and fiber and wireless
carriers to connect infrastructure within the Lordstown Smart Logistics Hub;

•

Work with vendors to implement best practices for the incorporation of an electrified automated
freight shuttle and placement of any necessary roadside charging equipment and sensors;

•

Coordinate roles and responsibilities for collection and dissemination of traffic monitor
information and performance data with the Port Authority, Eastgate, Ohio Turnpike, and other
project partners;

•

Advise the Port Authority in developing the project in accordance with the Governor’s Executive
Order avoiding the need for local legislative/regulatory action;

•

Assist in the procurement process for AV and technology vendors; and

•

Guide the region in preparing for connected and automated vehicles.
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Ohio Turnpike and Infrastructure Commission
The Ohio Turnpike and Infrastructure Commission’s (OTICs) mission is to be the
industry leader in providing safe and efficient transportation services to their
customers, communities and partners.
OTIC has an existing 241 miles of fiber optic cable connecting fifty-five (55) facilities
along the Ohio Turnpike. A fiber equipment upgrade planned for 2021 will increase
the bandwidth of the fiber network to 10/100 GB. OTIC recently installed and
tested a 50-mile section of DSRC-equipped infrastructure for connected vehicle
communication leveraging high-performance edge computing.
In addition, they have partnered with Ford Mobility on a cellular-vehicle to- everything
(C-V2X) proof-of-concept. The first phase will include deploying a smart phone
application to disseminate Traveler Information Messages (TIMs) and Turnpike
Specific Messages to a fleet of Ford vehicles at the OTIC. The second phase of the
engagement will involve deploying C-V2X technology at a scale along a predefined
stretch of the Turnpike. Ford and partners will work together to equip a fleet of
vehicles with C-V2X OBUs. Ford will work with the OTIC to install C-V2X/DSRC bridging
technology and use this infrastructure to broadcast real-time information to travelers
via V2X technology. The deployed RSU’s and infrastructure will be used to create
and test new concepts around toll fee collection and vehicle road usage calculations
which will enable a futuristic approach to road usage and Turnpike access.
In 2017, OTIC developed a strategic plan to modernize and update the existing toll
collection system. The system review was required because the existing toll collection
system (TCS) was reaching the end of its useful life, and this is increasingly leading
to operational deficiencies as current equipment is over 10 years old and numerous
components requiring repair, parts, or upgrades are unavailable. The final adopted
plan outlined a hybrid system comprised of ORT and a closed ticket system. Location
criteria for a new standalone location dictated that the easterly toll plaza had to be
located between Milepost (MP) 209 and MP 215.
With the infrastructure, connectivity, and related assets, the OTIC is well positioned to
provide complementary technology support for the project.
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National Renewable Energy Laboratory
The National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) focuses on creative
answers to today’s energy challenges. From breakthroughs in fundamental
science to new clean technologies to integrated energy systems that power
our lives, NREL researchers are transforming the way the nation and the
world use energy.
NREL’s pioneering research, engineering, and analysis accelerate the
development of energy-efficient mobility technologies and strategies for
passenger and freight transportation. NREL helps its industry partners create
innovative components, fuels, infrastructure, and integrated systems for
electric, fuel cell, and conventional vehicles.
NREL has collaborated with Drive Ohio and its many initiatives toward
innovative and efficient automated, connected, electrified, and shared
(ACES) mobility systems in Ohio through our role as liaison between Smart
Columbus and the Department of Energy with respect to the Smart City grant
awarded in 2016. The investment in Smart Columbus has spawned a variety
of collaborations and initiatives in other Ohio communities, with Drive Ohio
operating as a convener, facilitator and thought leader. The Western Reserve
Port Authority’s Lordstown Smart Logistics Hub is an example of the thought
leadership with respect to ACES technology implementation within the state.
NREL will collaborate with the DriveOhio Alliance in a similar manner as
we support Smart Columbus. Under the proposed collaboration we will
serve as a liaison, connecting the project with the network of electrification,
mobility, and energy experts in the DOE laboratory system, providing access
to data and resources, tools. Additionally, we would work with the project
team to collect data and perform analyses relevant to replicating successes
and building from lessons learned for the benefit of relevant DOE research
activities.
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PRIVATE
Ohio Commerce Center
This 1.5 million square foot center, located on 476 acres on State Route 45 in
Lordstown, Ohio, offers cost effective manufacturing, storage and distribution space
that can be tailored to tenants’ specific needs. Since 2010, millions of dollars of private
investment has been spent to upgrade and integrate rail in order to help expand the
local logistics and industrial base. In 2013, a $3.0 million Ohio Job Ready Sites grant
was used to improve rail access throughout the Ohio Commerce Center, resulting in
subsequent private investment of more than $150 million and over 300 jobs created.

Technology Partners
Several private sector technology project partners are at the forefront of smart mobility
and will provide support in the areas of defining, demonstrating, and deployment as
detailed previously on Pages 18-19:

Transportation Research Center
The Transportation Research Center (TRC) is the largest independent vehicle test
facility and proving grounds in the nation, strategically located in East Liberty, Ohio.
TRC provides this project with a broad range of capabilities and strong industry
alliances. TRC’s secure location, operating continuously, with 4,500 acres of road
courses, a 7.5-mile high-speed oval test track, 50-acre Vehicle Dynamics Area, and
the right mix of testing areas and facilities, make TRC the optimum place to prototype,
test and validate vehicles and related vehicle technologies.

SELECT: Sustainable Electrified Transportation Center
SELECT’s mission is to develop sustainable solutions for transportation electrification
and to advance technologies, partnerships, standards and policies that foster
widespread adoption. Located in Utah State University, SELECT focuses on the
challenges associated with battery systems, charging infrastructure, and grid
integration. Solutions currently in development range from megawatt scale extreme
fast charging to smart powered pavements that charge vehicles while in motion.
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BRITE Energy Innovators
BITE Energy Innovators, Ohio’s energy tech incubator, located in Downtown Warren’s
certified Opportunity Zone. BRITE provides energy enterprises, tech startups,
entrepreneurs and small businesses with access to advanced energy technology
research and development resources and professional business development
support.. BRITE hosts 19 tenant technology companies in nearby Warren, and to
date, has assisted over 250 portfolio companies to innovate and grow since 2011
resulting in the creation of over 400 jobs and an investment of over $135 million in
portfolio companies.

Outrider
Outrider’s mission is to drive the rapid adoption of sustainable freight transportation
by deploying zero-emission systems. Outrider is the pioneer in automated yard
operations for logistics hubs. They help large logistic-dependent enterprises
improve the safety, efficiency and sustainability of their distribution yards using an
integrated, three-part system, including management software, automated zeroemission yard trucks that feature vision-based robotics, and site infrastructure. The
Outrider System integrates with existing supply chain software.
Outrider will contribute their technical expertise to the planning and design of the
yard of the future at Lordstown and facilitate the infrastructure, vehicle systems
and support required for a proof-of-concept demonstration and future scaling of
autonomy in the appropriate use case(s) and private yard(s) within the logistics hub.

Locomation
Locomation is the world’s first trucking technology platform to combine AI-driven
autonomy with driver augmentation. They deliver full vehicle automation by first
incorporating human interaction with the central goals of totally eliminating all truckinvolved accidents as well as radically-improved cost efficiencies and economic yield
for clients. Veterans of Carnegie Mellon’s National Robotics Engineering Center
where they built automated vehicles and AI-driven systems for dozens of applications
including commercial and defense projects, the Locomation team includes some of
the world’s foremost experts in robotics technology, safety, and artificial intelligence.
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INBOUND FREIGHT
ORIGINS
Cleveland
Pittsburgh
Long Beach
Baltimore
New England
OUTBOUND FREIGHT
DESTINATIONS
Pittsburgh
Detroit
Mexico
UK
China

89%
DESIRE
REALTIME
ETA

Stakeholder Engagement:
Transportation Logistics Survey
The Youngstown/Warren Regional Chamber of Commerce
enjoys a longstanding working relationship with private freight
logistics operations along the project corridors in Trumbull
and Mahoning Counties. As part of the stakeholder discovery
process, and in the initial stages of project development, the
Regional Chamber developed a 38-question transportation
logistics survey that was distributed to freight users in and
around the project corridors. The survey included questions
regarding the business operation, employment levels, future
expansion plans, shipping challenges/needs, primary trade
partners, modes of transport, vehicle types, delivery frequency,
and shipping costs. The results of the survey were used to scope
this project. Consensus user requirements include efficient
first-mile/last-mile transport of containers, real-time delivery
data, and adequate space and infrastructure to support onsite or local expansion, all of which addressed in this proposal.

78%
RECEIVE

PACKAGED
PRODUCTS
29
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WORTHY OF BUILD INVESTMENT
Regional Chamber
Fleet Owners

Port Authority
Eastgate COG
Ohio Turnpike
ODOT

TRC
SELECT
NREL
Outrider
Locomation

Collaboration
Model in Action!

Meets & Exceed Program Goals
The Lordstown Smart Logistics Hub will facilitate the region’s
ongoing economic recovery through targeted investments
in intermodal transfer and Smart logistics that capitalize on
electric, connected, and automated technologies to position
Lordstown as the Mahoning Valley’s premier transportation
and logistics hub. The project will better utilize
infrastructure with available excess capacity, and leverage
development through investments in emerging smart
mobility technologies that will spark private manufacturing,
logistics, and distribution investment at the 3,000 acres of
available shovel ready prime sites.
The Lordstown Smart Logistics Hub will accelerate the
region’s economic recovery by creating new jobs in logistics
and distribution, electric vehicle and battery manufacturing,
and utilities and power generation, while expanding
opportunities for the construction trades.

Federal investment in the Lordstown Smart Logistics Hub will accelerate
the Mahoning Valley’s economic recovery and bring jobs, supply chain
resiliency, and expand much needed prosperity to Appalachia.
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